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Transport security in the Russian Federation:

**Aims of transport security provision are:**

- ensuring sustainable and secure transportation operations
- protection of individuals, society and the state interests in the field of transportation from acts of unlawful interference, including protection from acts of terrorism

**is provided**

- through development by the State of juridical, economical, managerial and other measures in the field of transportation corresponding with acts of unlawful interference threats

**Aims of transport security provision are:**

- ensuring sustainable and secure transportation operations
- protection of individuals, society and the state interests in the field of transportation from acts of unlawful interference
Main tasks of transport security provision system development

- Development of integrated legal framework;
- Determination of threats to transportation security;
- Categorization of transportation facilities and vehicles;
- Vulnerability assessment of transportation facilities and vehicles;
- Development of transport security requirements;
- Elaboration and implementation of transport security plans;
- Development of professional education and certification system;
- Transport security control and supervision;
- Development of a nationwide information system;
- Certification or transport security technologies.
Competent authorities (federal agencies) main functions

- Staff certification
- Specialized organizations’ accreditation
- Approval of vulnerability assessment results
- Categorization of transportation infrastructure facilities and vehicles
- Keeping a register of categorized transportation facilities and vehicles
- Approval of transportation security plans
Responsibility of government authority in ISTSPS development process

Federal law (Legislative authority and President of The Russian Federation)

- Enacts federal authority jurisdiction in the sphere of TSP
- Enacts restriction on performing operations related directly with TSP
- Imposes sanctions for violation of TSP requirements

Government of The Russian Federation

- Enacts jurisdiction of federal authority within jurisdiction of The Government of The Russian Federation in the sphere of TSP

Federal agency on transport control (oversight)

- Exercises state control in the sphere of TSP
- Exercises control over keeping the order of data transmission to automated interlinking information base of passengers personal data

Ministry of Transport of The Russian Federation

- Arranges the order of keeping a register of TIF (TV) for the aim of TSP
- Develops The Integrated state TSP information system
- Arranges the order of composition and maintenance of The Automated interlinking information base of passengers personal data
- Arranges the order of TIE and carriers informing by federal authorities on TSP issues
- Arranges the order of informing by TIE and carriers on the threats of committing and on commitment of AUI
Concept of Federal Law "On Transport Security"

- Threat of unlawful interference
  - Legal measures
  - Economic measures
  - Managerial measures
  - Other measures

Determination by the State

Implementation by transport companies and the State

Transportation facility

Transportation vehicle
Integration in international security systems
Importance of technologic interaction
Informing on threats of committing and commitment of unlawful acts
Strengthening of co-operation within CIS: main tasks

• aligning national approaches to transport security legislation and regulations development;
• development of practical tools to share information on threats of committing and commitment of unlawful acts;
• sharing of information on practical security measures which may be applicable to national transport security system configuring;
• development of proposals on standardization of measures to safeguard of transportation facilities and vehicles from acts of unlawful interference within all modes of transport.
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